A NOTE ON EVIDENCE FOR LL>DD IN MALTESE ONOMASTICS

STANLEY FIORINI

During the conference Malta—Sicilia: Contiguity Linguistica e Culturale held in Malta in April 1986, G. Brincat read a paper showing how the Maltese dundjjan (turkey), derived from galu N'djan via gaddu N'djan, is quite a unique occurrence in the Maltese language of the linguistic phenomenon ll>dd, common in neighbouring Sicily. In the ensuing discussion, the possible existence of further evidence for ll>dd from Maltese onomastics was brought up. The object of this note is to substantiate claims made then, exhibiting chronologically what evidence has been gleaned to date from Maltese documentation, and indicating, from the admittedly scanty material, how reactions to this phenomenon varied with time.

Perhaps the earliest instance that should be cited concerns the personal name Gaddu himself, encountered in Sicily at the time," which is first documented in Malta in 1374: Gaddus Cuskeri (Melitenisis) was the Secretus for that year. In the early 1400s, the name is fairly common. Out of a total of 1609 Christian names occurring in the Militia List of 1419–20, the following seven are encountered: at Capella Santa Dominica, Gaddu Bartolj (f.1'); at Casali Calleja et Musta, Gaddu Calleja (f.8); at Casali Axac, Gaddu Deif (f. 19); at Casali Sigeui, Gaddu Garuf (f. 27); at Casali Zebugi, Gaddu Percopu (f. 32'); at Rabat, Jogaddu Fartasi (f. 35); and at Civitas, Gaddu Rafacanu (f. 40). No instance of the use of Galu for Gaddu can be quoted from this time, whereas Gaddu remained in use during the first half of the century. In the later half however, there was both a marked decrease in popularity of the name as well as the earliest noted occurrence of the form Galu/Gallo used contemporaneously with and for Gaddu/Gaddo. In the Angara List of ca. 1480, out of a total of 1466 Christian names only the following four were named Gaddu: at Rabat, Gaddu Saura (f.1') and Gaddu Zammit (f. 12'); at Luca, Gaddu Camilleri (f. 8); and at Chitati, Ma Gaddu Bayada (f. 20'). It is of interest that at this time a person is referred to, in different contexts, both as Gallo and as Gaddo: The parish priest of Siggiewi Don Gaddu Cuscheri (1474–1494) of Siggiewi) is also referred to in the minutes of the town council in 1474 of Cappellan Donno Gallo. Also at this time another instance of Gallo for Gaddo appears. The name Gaddo continued to decline in the sixteenth century. In the decennial tithes list of 1536, there were only two occurrences out of 753 entries, and none are to be found in the corresponding list of 1610 out of 1113 names. In Malta, the corresponding surname, not encountered pre-1500, is invariably written Gallo from the sixteenth century onwards.

This evidence alone is already symptomatic of an increased resistance in Malta at the turn of the century to the Sicilian dialectal manifestation, a resistance that does not seem to be in evidence a century earlier. Later documents tend to confirm this. Following the massive depopulation of Gozo in 1551 by Barbary corsairs, an equally massive immigration into the island gathered momentum, reaching a peak in the 1570s. A substantial number of these émigrés were Sicilians, whose activities are amply documented in notarial records. Particular interest attaches to three surnames, originally manifest as Cantada, Metaddo and Reveuddu. 14 Within the space of only a couple of years, the first two revert to the non-dialectal Cantella and Metallo15 in the foreign Gozitan environment; although Reveuddo/Revelu did not take root in Gozo, in earlier records the surname is encountered as Revelu/Ravellu. 16 This is positive evidence of how social pressure can be brought to bear on and mould the language, naturally suppressing elements that are deemed foreign. It should be remarked that by this time, half a century after the arrival of the knights of St. John, the transition of the official language from an admixture of Latin and Sicilian to Italian was well-nigh complete.

A century later, one comes across another sporadic instance of ll>dd in the place-name "causalette dette el habel ta' Ciudu", still existent to-day as "il-hbula ta' Giovaddu", near t'Alla w Ommu. The nineteenth century Naxxar nickname Gafaddu is probably to be associated with this toponym. But by then the separation from Sicily was so much a thing of the past that it mattered little whether Ciauddu was dialectal or not to be accepted. The same can be said of the twentieth century nickname ta' Bedda.

In evaluating this evidence one must question the genuineness of this phenomenon as a "Maltese" phenomenon. In each of the examples exhibited, and indeed also in the case of dundjjan, one must ask whether the transition from ll- to dd- actually took place in Malta or was it rather the case that the change came about in Sicily and only later the words and names were imported into Malta in their dd- form. Not enough evidence exists to decide either way. What can be asserted is that around 1500 a certain resistance to forms in -dd- can be detected which appears to be absent both earlier and later. Some caution is indicated here as well. The evidence presented is written (as opposed to oral) evidence, so that it reflects rather the literate scribe's or notary's attitudes to this matter and records what he deems should be written which may be far removed from actually spoken Maltese. Even so, one cannot exclude the possibility that the people in general and the name-bearer in particular may have been influenced by these attitudes. 18
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ANTHONY BURGESS’S *MF*:
THE MEDITERRANEAN BACKGROUND
TO A CARIBBEAN ISLAND

ARNOLD CASSOLA

From Anthony Burgess’s continuous use of different linguistic systems in his novels, one can gather that the author is deeply fascinated by language. The author does not limit himself to existing and widely used systems; he even creates his own languages. The language of the violent youngsters in *A Clockwork Orange* is perhaps the best known example of Burgesian linguistic creation. Not less interesting is the Castilian language in *MF*.

Where does this language derive from? Burgess himself highlights the origins of the Castilian language: “This was the old language of the Castitans, derived from the Romance dialect spoken by the first settlers, whom themselves had gone to settle on the Cantabrian coast from some nameless place in the Mediterranean”.2 The language spoken in Castita, as in any other Central or South American state, is of Romance origin. However, it is neither French nor Spanish nor Portuguese. Burgess has conveniently chosen a geographical point on the map where nothing exists: at “Latitude 15, south of Hispaniola. Three hundred miles west of the Leewards”, *(MF*, p. 13) the author can let his fantasy roam wild and free, thus creating his own island with its own language.

The island of Castita and its language, however, are not totally the fruit of Burgess’s fantasy. This widely travelled author is a real master in the art of blending fact and fiction; and Castita, its people, customs and language are really a product of this art. When *MF* was published in 1971, Burgess had been living in the Mediterranean island of Malta for some time. Many of the characteristic features of Castita are actually part and parcel of the Maltese environment. The historical background of the two islands is ‘surprisingly’ very similar: “[The first settlers of Castita] had been enslavers, but that curious wave of British Muslims, that had colonized Ojeda also, had freed the slaves and, becoming lax in their faith under this sun, had been absorbed by the Christianity of the island, though not before they had iglooed the frozen honey of the local stone into mosques. It was to the Dwumu, or great mosque-cathedral, in Fortesque Square that the procession now moved. And who had Fortesque been? A British governor of the time of the British raj or rigija, now ended. That rule had left, I discovered, a public works department, the English language, a thicket of laws, but no democracy” *(MF*, pp. 67–68).

Allowing for a certain elasticity in the chronological sequence, it turns out that Malta has passed through nearly the same historical phases as Castita: in the 16th-17th century the Knights of St John used to thrive on the looting of Turkish vessels and on the wealth forthcoming from the ensuing slave trade; in 870 A.D. Malta was conquered by the Arabs, who ruled over the archipelago until 1090; the moslems were eventually absorbed “by the Christianity of the island” (today 95% of the Maltese are catholic); the principal features of North African house building (mainly the flat roofs) prevail unto this day and the honey coloured Maltese stone dominates the landscape; the island fell under British domination in 1800; British